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Let S be an arbitrary collection of stars in a graph G such that there is no chain of length ~3 
joining the centers of (any) two stars in G. We consider the graphs that can be obtained by 
deleting in a parity graph all the edges of such a set S. These graphs will be called skeletal 
graphs and we prove that they are strict quasi-parity graphs and hence perfect graphs. 
1. Introduction 
Berge [l] defined a graph to be perfect if for every induced subgraph G’ of G 
the chromatic number of G’ equals the size of the largest clique of G’. A graph G 
is minimal imperfect if G itself is imperfect but every induced subgraph of G is 
perfect. The only known minimal imperfect graphs are the odd chordless cycles of 
length at least five and their complements. Berge conjectured that these are the 
only minimal imperfect graphs. This conjecture is the celebrated Strong Perfect 
Graph Conjecture (SPGC for short) and is still open. 
Meyniel [7] proved that minimal imperfect graphs and their complements 
cannot contain an even pair, i.e. a pair or nodes that are not the endpoInts of any 
chordless chain with an odd number of edges. If every induced subgraph of a 
graph G contains an even pair or else is a clique then we say that G is a strict 
quasi-parity graph. 
An interesting question is to know what can be deleted in a perfect graph while 
keeping it perfect. The SPGC suggests hat we could delete some edges in graphs 
such that any odd cycle with at least five nodes contains at least two chords; such 
graph are called Meyniel graphs. They were introduced by Meyniel [S] who 
showed that they are perfect and generalized two theorems. 
Theorem 1 (Qlaru and Sachs [9]). The graphs for which any odd cycle with at 
least Jive nodes has at least two crossing chords are perfect. 
Nowadays such graphs are called parity graphs because they can also be 
characterized by the equivalent property: for every pair of nodes, all chordless 
chains connecting them have the same parity. Burlet and Uhry [3] have given a 
polynomal algorithm for parity graphs recognition. 
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Theorem 2 (Galldi [4]). The graphs for which any odd cycle with at least five 
nodes has at least two non-crossing chords are perfect. 
Nowadays uch graphs are called i-triangulated graphs. 
The graphs that can be obtained by deleting in a Meyniel graph G all the edges 
of an arbitrary induced subgraph G’ of G are called slim graphs and it is proved 
in [6] that any slim graph is perfect. 
The graphs that can be obtained by deleting in an i-triangulated graph G all the 
edges of an arbitrary matching M in G are called slender graphs and it is proved 
in [S] that any slender graph is perfect. 
Now we are naturally interested in determining what can be deleted in a parity 
graph while keeping it perfect. 
A set of edges having a common endpoint will be called a star. 
Let S be any set of stars in a graph G such th- -t there is no chain of length ~3 
joining the centers of (any) two stars. We shall study here the graphs that can be 
obtained by deleting in a parity graph G all the edges of such a set S. These 
graphs will be called skeletal graphs and we prove in Section 3 that they are 
perfect. Relations with other classes of perfect graphs will be discussed in 
Section 4. 
2. Several notations and definitions 
All graph theuretical terms not defined here can be found in Berge [2]. 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph and S c E a subset of its edges. We shall denote by: 
{Y 0% Yl E E) 
G(S) the graph (V, E - S) 
[ x0, l l = 9 d a chain such that [Xi, x,+1] EE for any i (0 s i G k - 1) 
1 x0, l l l Y xk, x0] a cycle such that [x0, . . . , &] is a chain and [x0, a&] E E. 
Let us define the distance d(x, y) between two nodes x and y by the length (i.e. 
the number of edges) of the shortest chain joining x to y in G. 
For example: 
d(x, y) = 1 HX is adjacent o y 
d(x, y) = 2ex and y are two non adjacent nodes having a common 
neighbour. 
Let us consider a graph G = (V, E). Let N E V be any subset of its nodes such 
that d(x, y) 2 3 for any {x, y} c_ IV. Let S s E be any set of edges such that one 
endpoint of each edge belongs to IV. We shall call such a set S a set of stars while 
N will denote the set of the centers of all the stars. 
Let S be any set of stars in a graph G. If G is not a parity graph, the graph 
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G(S) = (V, E - S) may not be perfect since if G is not a parity graph it must 
contain as induced subgraph either an odd cycle with at most one chord, or a 
cycle [x1, . . . , x5, xl] with two non crossing chords [xl, x,] and [x1, x4], and by 
choosing for S the set of all these chords we get an odd chordless cycle with at 
least five nodes in G(S). 
The purpose of the next section is to prove that if G is a parity graph then G(S) 
is perfect. In fact we shall prove a stronger statement by showing that if G is any 
parity graph and S any set of stars in G, then G(S) is a strict quasi-parity graph. 
Let us define a new family of graphs. 
Ue6nitbn. H is called a skeletal graph if there exists a parity graph G = (V, E) 
and a set of stars S E E such that H = G(S). 
A skeletal graph will always be denoted by G(S) where G = (V, E) is a parity 
graph and S s E a set of stars. 
3. Skeletal graphs are strict quasi-parity graphs 
Lemma. Skeletal graphs do not contain any odd chordless cycle with at least five 
nodes. 
Proof, Let S be the smallest set of stars such that there exists a parity graph G for 
which G(S) contains an induced odd chordless cycle C = [x1, . . . , x=+1, xl] 
(k 3 2). Since G is a parity graph there are at least two crossing chords in G. 
By minimality of S, without loss of generality, we can consider that the odd 
cycle [x1, . . . , x~~+~, xl] with exactly two crossing chords [x1, x3] and [x2, x4] is 
an induced subgraph of G. 
But now d(x, y) c 3 for any {x, y} c {x1, x2, x3, x4} and this contradicts the 
fact that S is a set of stars. Cl 
Since for every pair of nodes in a parity graph G all chordless chains connecting 
them have the same parity we can observe that either G is a clique or else any 
pair of nodes (x, y ) such that d(x, y ) = 2 is an even pair. This is sufficient to prove 
that parity graphs are strict quasi-parity graphs. 
We shall prove now that for any connected skeletal graph G(S) which is not a 
clique there exist two nodes at distance two which form an even pair. 
Theorem. Skeletal graph are strict quasi-parity graphs. 
Proof. Since every induced subgraph of a skeletal graph is a skeletal graph? it 
suffices to prove that any skeletal graph which is not a clique cont&ains an even 
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pair. So let G(S) be any skeletal graph. Without lost of generality we can assume 
that G(S) is a connected graph. Let N be the set of all centers of a star. 
Case 1 d(x, y) = 1 for any {x, y} E V. 
Then G(S) is obviously a clique. 
Case 2 There is no pair of nodes (x, y) such that d(x, y) = 2 and I&,(x) n 
rc(S,(Y) n N # 0. 
Case 2.1 There is a pair of nodes (x, y) such that d(x, y) = 2 and {x, y } n N = 8. 
Let [x-xl,. . . ,& = y] be an odd chordless chain in G(S) joining x to y. 
There is no node xj (1~ i < 2k) which belongs to N since otherwise we would 
have d(xi-l, x~+J = 2 and xi E r c(sI(xi_l j f7 I&(x~+~) n N. Let z be any node 
adjacent o x and y; now [z, x1, . . . , x2, z] is dn odd cycle in G with at least 
five nodes and without two crossing chords. 
Case 2.2 There is no pair of nodes (x, y) such that d(x, y) = 2 and {x, y} n N = 0. 
There must exist two nodes x and y such that d(x, y) = 2 and x EN. Let 
I x=x1,. . . ,x2 = y] be an odd chordless chain in G(S) joining x to y. As in 
the previous case, {x2, .. . , x,) n N = 0. but now d(x2, x4) = 2 and {x2, x4} n 
N = 0 which is impossible. 
Case 3 There is a pair of nodes (x, y) such that d(x, y) = 2 and I&&x) n 
rc(S,(Y 1 fl N # fl* 
We shall prove that (x, y ) is an even pair. Let us suppose that this is not true. 
Let S’ c S be a subset of S with as few edges as possib’re and suc’nr that there is an 
odd chordless chain [x = x1, . . . , x2k = y] in G(S) joining x to y. Let z be any 
node which belongs to N and is adjacent o x and y. 
There is at least one chord [xi, xi] (1 c i < j < 2k) in G since otherwise 
1 z, xl, l l l 9 X2k, 2 ] would be an odd cycle in G with at least five nodes and 
without two crossing chords. 
Now j - i must be even since otherwise [xl, . . . , Xi, xi, . . . , x2] would be an 
odd chordless chain joining x to y in G(S’\[x,, xi]) and this would contradict he 
rninimality of S’. 
We know that j = i + 2 since otherwise [xi, . . . , xi, xi] would be an odd 
chordless cycle with at least five nodes in G(S’\ [xi, xi]) which is impossible by the 
lemma. By minimal&y of S’ and since the centers of (any) two stars are at 
distance 23, we know that [xi, xi] is the unique chord of [x =x1, . . . , x2k = y] 
in 6. 
We cannot have the edge [z, xi+l] in E since otherwise d(z, xi) and d(z, xi) 
would not be greater than two and since xi or xi belongs to N this would 
contradict the fact that S is a set of stars. Now [z, x1, . . . , xzk, z] is an odd cycle 
in G of length at least five and without two crossing chords which contradicts the 
fact that G is a parity graph. 




In conclusion, either G(S) is a clique or else there is an even pair (x, y) such 
that d(x, y) = 2. Cl 
4. Final remarks 
All the inclusion relations between parity, i-triangulated, Meyniel, 
slender, slim and strict quasi-parity graphs are represented in Fig. 1. 
skeletal, 
Fig. 2 
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All the other implications are known to be false. A list of counter-examples is 
given in Fig. 2. 
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